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The Woodward’s Project: Knife fight at the weird mall

Brian Hutchinson  June 17, 2010 – 7:00 am

Two blocks south of Woodward’s is a curious, multi-storey retail and entertainment centre called International Village. This place is
big. And half-empty. Built by a distant Hong Kong developer in 1999 when the DTES was in more despair than it is now, the mall
can’t shake its loser reputation.

Part of the problem is the gritty location, location, location. On Sunday, two men got into an argument outside. From the
Vancouver Police Department bulletin: “The argument progressed into a physical fight, continuing in the courtyard
area at the entrance…eventually ending up in a busy Starbucks Coffee shop. Numerous calls were made to 9-1-1
relaying that the two men were fighting, possibly with knives. Police arrived and broke up the fight. Both
combatants had multiple cuts and injuries and were taken to hospital.”

The night before, two gay men were viciously attacked outside their home around the corner. Vancouver mayor Gregor Robertson
issued a statement condemning the assault. A steady police presence doesn’t prevent this sort of violence. Inside the mall, private
security is fairly intense. Vagrants and the Downtown Eastside poor complain they’re subject to instant ejection. On Wednesday, I
walked inside and took a few photos of the sun-filled, sky-high main corridor. A security guard appeared and politely but firmly
asked me to delete my files. I had a friendly chat with the mall boss instead. We worked things out and I continued snapping.  

I’ve been making trips to this mall for years, for only one reason: to patronize its wonderful, third-level multi-cinema, called
Tinseltown. Always a couple of good films showing there. The second floor is a deserted wasteland, save for a desultory fast food
fair. The adjacent, designated retail spaces are all angles, too large, and just weird. They’ve never worked.

But there’s hope. Street level finally has some stable anchor tenants, including the aforementioned, inevitable Starbucks. And now
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some young entrepreneurs are coming along. “We’ve been open two months, we’ve got 300 regular customers, and if you come here
after work between four [PM] and seven, you’ll see a lineup,” smiles Shirin Marzban, who with her husband Ali Entezariun owns a
smart-looking tanning studio, a first for the area. Not my thing, but it seems well suited to some of the Woodward’s crowd. “We’re
happy with the place,” says Ms. Marzban. “It’s a good deal.” I think her enthusiasm’s a good sign.
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